Storyteller, filmmaker, former monk, and internet sensation Jay Shetty is looking for a research assistant to work with him on his upcoming book. Jay has amassed over 1 billion views with his videos that weave eastern philosophy and modern behavioral science. His book will explore the fascinating intersection of these two fields. The opportunity is PAID and had the potential to grow into a full time position after graduation as Jay's creative and research director. The ideal candidate will be a psychology or economics student interested in finding interesting anecdotes and studies that inspire people. Jay has plans to develop television shows, e-learning courses, and follow up books.

To apply please send a resume and answers to the following questions (a paragraph for each is plenty) to dan@3pt9.com

1) Malcolm Gladwell or Steven Levitt?
2) What's your favorite Ted Talk? Why?
3) What are two interesting studies you've read recently?
4) Do 20 mins of research: what's an interesting study relating to mindfulness that you can find?
5) What's the best book you read recently and why?
6) How do you center yourself?
7) What else should Jay know?